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Adobe Acrobat Pro, licensed through the Adobe Value Incentive Plan (VIP),  delivers 
secure, effortless productivity and collaboration as well as unmatched integrations with 
leading business applications from Microsoft, Google, and more. Whether your teams 
are onsite, remote, or hybrid, Acrobat Pro is designed to support modern work that 
delivers 100% digital document workflows across locations and devices. 

Boost team productivity and collaboration.
Give your organization access to essential PDF tools and files on their desktop, mobile device, or web 
browser so they can stay connected and productive from anywhere. With Acrobat Pro, teams can:

• Access PDFs across devices—View and work on PDFs anywhere, anytime, on any device, including 
macOS, Windows, iOS, and Android—Liquid Mode optimizes viewing on small screens.

• Work better together in Microsoft Teams—Create, share, and collaborate on PDFs in Microsoft Teams. 

• Collaborate in real time—Securely share PDF files online and collaborate with team members on a 
single digital document in real time.

• Work smarter in productivity apps—Access, edit, and store files directly in Microsoft OneDrive, 
Google Drive, Box, or Dropbox while working in Acrobat Pro on desktop or mobile.

• Easily create PDF forms—Scan documents on mobile devices to create digital fillable and editable 
forms via Adobe Scan (powered by Adobe Sensei). 

• Edit and sign anywhere—Comment on, fill, and sign PDFs from a browser—no sign-ups or software 
required. 

Do business faster with Adobe Acrobat Pro.
Adobe Acrobat Pro is the complete all-in-one PDF and 
e-signature solution for business.
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Work more efficiently in Microsoft applications.
Add timesaving PDF and e-signature tools to the Microsoft business applications your organization relies 
on. Give your teams the power to:

• Do more in Microsoft 365—Easily create high-quality, password-protected PDFs and send for 
e-signature directly from Microsoft 365.

• Manage documents in Microsoft Teams—Create, export, organize, combine, compress, and protect PDFs.

• Convert PDFs to editable files—Quickly convert PDF files to editable Word, Excel, PowerPoint, or 
RTF files, without tracking down or recreating the original files.

• Work with documents in SharePoint and OneDrive—Create, combine, and organize PDFs directly 
from SharePoint or OneDrive. 

Add e-signatures to digital document workflows.
Powerful e-signature capabilities are now built into Acrobat Pro so your organization can conduct 
business faster with:

• Unlimited transactions—Sign and collect unlimited e-signatures and track responses in real time.

• Bulk send—Request legal, trusted e-signatures from multiple signers on one agreement. 

• Web forms and payments—Create web forms to collect e-signatures and let customers make 
payments with Braintree (where available) in a single transaction. 

• Customized branding—Send agreements with personalized branding to ensure customers have a 
consistent experience across touchpoints.

• Tracking and archiving —Get email notifications as soon as approvers sign, and maintain a detailed 
audit trail for every transaction.

Get unmatched security.
Acrobat Pro delivers enterprise-grade security and compliance. Protect systems and data across PDF and 
e-signature workflows and ensure compliance with:

• Sandboxing—Confine malware and untrusted data with sandboxing. 

• Mobility management—Ensure work on mobile stays secure with best-in-class mobility management. 

• Passwords and redaction—Control the information in your documents by adding password 
protection or redacting sensitive content.

• Single sign-on (SSO)—Securely integrate with existing corporate identity systems and authenticate 
users through single sign-on (requires Acrobat Pro for enterprise).

• Asset encryption—Get a dedicated encryption key for at-rest assets (requires Acrobat Pro for enterprise).

• Continuous updates—Access new features as soon as they are available and get regular security updates.

• Ongoing industry compliance—Keep your data safe with a PDF and e-signature solution that 
complies with ever-changing industry standards and regulations. For more information visit Adobe 
compliance certifications, standards, and regulations.

https://helpx.adobe.com/acrobat/using/collect-payments.html
https://www.adobe.com/trust/compliance/compliance-list.html
https://www.adobe.com/trust/compliance/compliance-list.html
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Simplify licensing, deployment, and purchasing.
With an Acrobat Pro subscription through Adobe’s VIP buying program, it’s easy to put the right tools in 
the right hands throughout your organization.

• Streamlined purchasing and administration—Consolidate all your Adobe subscriptions in one VIP 
agreement, and manage all your Adobe licenses in one place. 

• Simplified license management—Assign, reassign, remove, and track licenses in just a few clicks with 
the web-based Adobe Admin Console, and add new licenses whenever you need them.

• Flexible deployment—Deploy apps and updates centrally, or let users self-install. 

• Virtualization—Deliver secure remote access to Acrobat Pro with virtualization support for named 
user licensing.

• Easy e-signature setup—Easily manage users and settings for e-signatures.

• Price protection—Extend your license term for up to three years to keep budgeting predictable. 

Get help from the experts.
From technical support to expert user sessions, Acrobat Pro delivers the help you need, when you need 
it, including:

• Technical support—Get advanced technical support 24 hours a day via phone, email, or chat.

• Support case tracking—Open and track support cases from the Admin Console with Acrobat Pro  
for enterprise. 

• Expert support—Give team members access to free 1:1 sessions with Adobe product experts to get 
started fast or master advanced features.

• Tutorials—Provide teams with free online tutorials to learn the basics or refine their skills. 

Korri Adams 

Director of Global Vehicle 
Sales Operations, Ryder

We now have one centralized place to  
create and retain all documents for smoother 
transactions. It [used to] take several days to 
get signed paper copies back, but now we 
have them in minutes."
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Learn more.
For more detailed information about 
Acrobat Pro, check out these resources:

• Adobe Acrobat Pro and Acrobat Pro 
2020 product comparison

• Adobe Acrobat Pro and Acrobat 
Standard comparison

• Adobe Acrobat and Acrobat Sign 
Solutions product comparison

• Adobe Acrobat Pro and Acrobat 
2020 comparison

• Adobe Acrobat Security White Paper

Work with the trusted digital document leader.
Adobe invented PDF over 25 years ago and is the global leader in secure 
digital document technology. With more than 1,000 document-related 
patents, Adobe continuously pioneers new and updated standards for 
PDF documents and digital signatures. Adobe solutions help optimize 
digital workflows for preparing, protecting, sharing, and signing business 
documents. That’s why organizations of all sizes rely on Adobe Acrobat 
and Acrobat Sign to accelerate business processes, maximize productivity, 
and deliver exceptional customer experiences. 

Choose the offering that fits your business:

Acrobat Pro for teams Acrobat Pro for enterprise 

Small to midsize businesses and departments

• Take advantage of hassle-free deployment

• Authenticate users through Adobe IDs

• Get advanced 24x7 technical support

• Get two expert support sessions per 
licensed user

Midsize to large organizations and departments

Get everything in Acrobat Pro for teams plus:

• Authenticate users through Federated ID 
(SSO), Enterprise ID, and Business ID

• Assign licenses by user groups 

• Set up multiple administrator roles

• Configure services available for users

• Get world-class support:

• 24x7 enterprise-level support

• Dedicated 1:1 onboarding session

• Unlimited expert support sessions for users

Contact your Adobe Authorized Reseller to see how Acrobat Pro can benefit your business.

https://cbconnection.adobe.com/content/dam/cbc-assets/public/en/en-6/acrobat-acrobat-2020-feature-comparison-ue.pdf
https://cbconnection.adobe.com/content/dam/cbc-assets/public/en/en-6/acrobat-acrobat-2020-feature-comparison-ue.pdf
https://cbconnection.adobe.com/content/dam/cbc-assets/public/en/en-1/acrobat-product-comparison-ue.pdf
https://cbconnection.adobe.com/content/dam/cbc-assets/public/en/en-1/acrobat-product-comparison-ue.pdf
https://cbconnection.adobe.com/content/dam/cbc-assets/public/en/en-6/acrobat-acrobat-sign-solutions-comparison-ue.pdf
https://cbconnection.adobe.com/content/dam/cbc-assets/public/en/en-6/acrobat-acrobat-sign-solutions-comparison-ue.pdf
https://cbconnection.adobe.com/content/dam/cbc-assets/public/en/en-6/adobe-acrobat-versus-acrobat-2020-ue.pdf
https://cbconnection.adobe.com/content/dam/cbc-assets/public/en/en-6/adobe-acrobat-versus-acrobat-2020-ue.pdf
https://www.adobe.com/content/dam/cc/en/trust-center/ungated/whitepapers/doc-cloud/acrobat-dc-security-overview-ue.pdf

